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Introduction
In his seminar on Anti-Oedipus, Giles Deleuze states that
the “fundamental action of a society” is “to code the flows and to
treat as an enemy anyone who presents himself, in relation to
society, as an uncodeable flow, because, once again, it challenges
[met en question] the entire earth, the whole body of this society.”1 Capitalism encodes flows: it is a machine powered by the
unconscious, pre-conceptualized flows of affects and desires that
it captures and reterritorializes towards profit-maximizing ends.
Flows, desires, affects: these become coded when they are directed towards certain activities and ends.2 Through code—actions,
thoughts, movements, and especially bodies (analog or otherwise)—are contained. Bodies are constituted through flows, and
as such, are in constant state of flux. Bodies are always becoming,
and capitalism codes this becoming. Coding sets the parameters
of possbility, establishing borders of creative and imaginative potential – or to further borrow from Deleuze – a plane of consistency.
How, then do we resist capture? How do we undo capitalism’s
bodily becoming? How do we create glitches, disruptions, and
opacities along these planes of consistency? In other words, how
do we counter code?
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In COUNTERCODE: BODIES UN-BECOMING, my intent is not to present a cohesive

map or identify a single, primary mode of resistance. Rather, the five artists I have selected
—Shana Moulton, Cooper Gibson, Amy Yeager,
Jazmine Morris, and Clara Wouters—explore the
socio-cultural implications of identity expression
and persona play, particularly as it relates to the
encoding of subjectivity in contemporary forms
of digital media and pop culture. Their works
glitch codes, find slippages, and create opacities
in the fabric of capitalist realism, a term used by
theorist Mark Fisher to describe the widespread
acceptance of capitalism as the only viable economic system. Using Fisher’s capitalist realism
as a launching pad, I expand Fisher’s definitional framework to include notions of gender and
sexuality and how self-constructed identities
exist as well as resist capitalist modes of relation.
I also utilize his framework to draw out the darker
side of Deleuze’s rhizomatic network of disparate
yet intra-acting flows and ruptures. With these
artists, COUNTERCODE imagines processes,
variations, and un-becomings that might exist
outside and counter capitalist modes of relation.
Two concepts are central to this essay:
capitalist realism and un-becoming. In his most
famous work, Capitalist Realism: Is There No
Alternative, Mark Fisher outlines the codifying
structure of contemporary capitalist societies,
3

identifying the ways in which capitalism decodes,
objectifies, and aestheticizes beliefs, practices,
and relationships. Building on both Marx and
Deleuze, Fisher argues that capitalism works by
decoding then re-encoding traditional practices
and modes of being.3 Capital, subsumes other
forms of relation and knowing into exchange
value. Identities, self-knowledge, our relationship
to ourselves and others—capital de-territorializes
then reterritorializes these towards profit generating ends. Capitalism brings with it various forms
of self-commodification and social stratification.
Capitalist realism presents these outcomes as
‘natural.’ Social constructs and identity markers
such as race, gender, sexuality, and class are
tightly interwoven within the fabric of late capitalism as global corporations and social media
sites code ever more sophisticated algorithms
that orient identity around consumable products.
Fisher notes that the effects of late capitalism are
pathological; a framework so all encompassing
that its effect is psychological as much as sociological. It colors our relationship to ourselves, to
each other, and to dominant political and social
structures. We are subjects to this ideological
system, and everything from global politics to
pop culture (expressed through digital or analogue relations) constructs our subjecthood.
Un-becoming, as theorized by Andrew Culp in
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Dark Deleuze, is how subjecthood is
destroyed. We are beings in motion,
situated within a vast network
of intra-acting bodies and flows,
constantly shifting, and reorienting
according to the affective forces
that flow over and onto us. We are
never static, always moving towards
something. We are always becoming.
Capitalism is about becomingsubject. Un-becoming, therefore,
must be the foundation of our
resistance.
In order to resist being
streamlined into the capitalist web of
flows, and to orient ourselves away
from becoming-subject: one must
counter its coding. Un-becoming is
countercoding. Working in opposition
to the identities and interests of the
dominant late capitalist system,
counter-publics—as scholars
such as Nancy Fraser and Michael
Warner have proposed—produce
ways of being and connecting that
oppose the continual reproduction
of normative commodifiable
subjectivity.4 And it is from within
these oppositional discursive spheres
that the artists in COUNTERCODE
speak.
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Shana Moulton:
Anxious Subject
Capitalism decodes and encodes bodies, reconfiguring them as both
consumer and product. The outcome of this reconfiguration is a feedback
loop driven by anxiety. Shana Moulton explores what it means to be trapped
in this loop through the character of Cynthia. In the digital video works Lyrica (2012) and MindPlace ThoughtStream (2014), we follow Cynthia, Moulton’s anxious and unsure alter ego, as she navigates a highly commodified,
digitally connected world. The world that Cynthia inhabits is surreal but not
otherworldly. It is filled with bubblegum pastels, organic shapes, and serene,
ambient music: an advertisement for Prozac taking place in a New Age fever
dream.
Cynthia is a woman concerned with her health, her beauty, and driven
by anxious desire to self-improve. Lyrica (2012) opens on a despondent and
tired looking Cynthia. We watch, through the eyes of Cynthia, an advertisement on her television for Lyrica, a drug used to treat fibromyalgia. Relaxing,
almost nauseatingly tranquil music by New Age icon Enya plays as Cynthia
enters what can only be described as a ‘drug-induced’ delusion. Yet, for
Cynthia, it is not the drug itself that has affected her, but the advertisement
for the drug. A montage of pills, crystals, and a headless figure (definitely
Moulton but possibly still Cynthia) goes by until we are reunited with our
main character, who is now laying on a massage table. We watch as Cynthia,
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Shana
Moulton,
Lyrica.
DigitalDigital
Video.
20122012
Shana
Moulton,
Lyrica.
Video.

whose backside is now made of clay, receives
a massage from the headless figure from earlier.
The items used in this massage—which closely
resemble the ambiguous fluid shapes of Gibson
and Yeager’s animalmineralvegetable (also on
view in the exhibition and described in detail
below)—terraform Cynthia’s clay body, leaving
various shapes, patterns, and marks on her bare
skin. Despite the visually brutal treatment of her
body, Cynthia seems calm and at ease, her face

showing both amusement and pleasure. As the
music slowly fades, Cynthia has been replaced
by a yellow, jellyfish-like object that mirrors the
shapes of the tools used to manipulate Cynthia’s
body.
Lyrica is a satirical look at the consumer
culture that undergirds the health and wellness
industry as well as various ‘New Age’ movements and pop spiritual trends. Cynthia is the
quintessential contemporary subject: a person
6
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who exists at the mercy of pop culture and consumer trends, thrown from one affectual state to
the next. Plagued by anxieties surrounding her
own health and beauty, Cynthia does not even
have to take a drug for it to begin working on her.
As Lyrica demonstrates, the images and promises of contemporary capitalism, as presented to
us through our screens, affects us not only psychologically, but physiologically. Moulton’s work
demonstrates that bodies, objects, images—the
very matter that constitutes our lives—is not as
discrete as we imagine. Affects, those pre-cognitive intensities that precede emotion and language, float freely from one sphere to the next.
The glittering and alluring images of contemporary capitalism structure the very substance of
our bodies.5
In MindPlace ThoughtStream, Cynthia embarks on a quest for a cure for her IBS.
What starts out as an internet search turns into
a spiritual journey through the world of health
food, pop music, and self-help. Convinced by
an advertisement that her digestive issues could
be anxiety related (which, based on what we’ve
seen, is very likely), Cynthia acquires a “ThoughtStream”, a fictional device “designed to guide
you into a state of deep relaxation and mental
clarity… [that can] measure tiny changes in relax-
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ation levels, helping you learn to better regulate
your emotional state.”6 Connected to her through
a pair of head phones and a hand strap, we
hear an audio recording encourage Cynthia to
relax. She closes her eyes and enters a trance.
We see her walk through a park, eat an Activia
brand yogurt (it regulates digestion, after all), and
dance along to a Shakira music video. We hear a
voice-over of who we can assume to be Cynthia,
imagining a scenario where she’s recounting her
“spiritual journey” to an applauding audience,
using typical new age clichés such as “we are
the life force power of the universe.”7 Similar
to the first video, MindPlace ThoughtStream is
also filled with images of our protagonist’s mind
and body—the latter digitally edited into various
shapes, the former traced into a labyrinth. For
Cynthia, what started as a struggle with an upset
stomach has culminated in nirvana. She is now
part human, part ‘ThoughtStream’; a cyborg for
whom reality is safely augmented to assuage her
anxiety and reinforce her subjective position.
Moulton counters the codification of capital encoded subjecthood by amplifying its affect
in the character of Cynthia. Moulton identifies
her own anxieties surrounding health, age, and
consumption and then constructs a body around
them. Moulton uses Cynthia to interrogate the
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objective and subjective effects of capitalism.
Moulton via Cynthia enacts what Andrew Culp
calls un-becoming: a way of undoing subjecthood.8 If we become subjects through an assem-

blage of external forces acting on and with the
body, then the only way of undoing subjecthood
is through un-becoming. We must locate within
ourselves how even our most intimate states of

Shana Moulton, Lyrica. Digital Video. 2012
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being are coded. We must undo everything that
we assume is done and delegitimize everything

that we have called natural. Moulton’s Cynthia becomes an avatar that allows the artist to
satirize, and thus unpack, how her subjectivity
is being coded. Anxiety, depression, discomfort,
unease: are these merely the product of biological chemical interactions inside the individual
subjects (as pharmaceutical ads leads us to
believe) or do they have an external component?
Mark Fisher rightly argued that mental health
was just as much a personal as it was a social

and political experience. Capitalism, he argued,
reduced mental health to a mere imbalance of

chemical and neurological processes inside subjects, effectively ignoring the social and political
conditioning of these physiological processes.9
Under these conditions, Moulton’s work presses
us to ask: how do dominant social and economic
systems affect, even construct, our biology and
subjecthood? How can we resist the biological
and psychological effect of consumer affects
without a process of unbecoming?

Shana Moulton, MindPlace ThoughStream. Digital Video. 2014
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The artist as Shakira, from
Shana Moulton, MindPlace
ThoughtStream. Digital Video.
2014
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Shana Moulton, MindPlace ThoughtStream. Digital Video. 2014
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Jazmin Morris
and the Glitch

In the field of computer programming, a code is a set of
instructions, or a set of rules, written in a language composed
of letters, numbers, and symbols. We could visualize code as a
pathway; a line used to demarcate an area of movement (analog
or otherwise). The internet, a virtual landscape, is marked by these
pathways. Coding establishes territories, draws maps, and routes
desires and drives towards socially acceptable destinations. Yet I
argue that codes, rather than render the potential, actual; instead

Jazmin Morris, In Between
Binary - Detail. GitHub File.
2021
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"There is a strong dissociation between
me and my virtual represent
I am defined by a character assumed by
someone other to me."

Screengrab from action role-playing video game Cyberpunk 2077.20
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-Jazmin Morris, My-thumb-caresses-L2-as-I-alter-myselftime-after-time. GitHub File. 2021. https://github.com/
Princess-Jazmin/My-thumb-caresses-L2-as-I-alter-myselftime-after-time#readme
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move us from one plateau of possibility to the next.
Programmers differentiate between two forms of

code: source code (sometimes called ‘before-code’)
and object code (sometimes called ‘after-code’).
Entered into a compiler, the source code is then
translated into binary—the ubiquitous pattern of 1s
and 0s— that constitute object code. It is from this
that computers and machines follow instructions and
execute commands. Binary is the genetic code of
the digital. In the digital, the texts we type, the words
we read, the images we upload and view: these are
all composed of binary. It is the abstracted skeleton
that underlies all forms of digital communication.
Jazmin Morris is an artist who deals in binary
and identifies glitch as a possible strategic counter code to capitalist realism. In her 2021 piece My
thumb caresses L2 as I alter myself time after time,
the artist expresses through text the process of
building an avatar: a character plays within a video
game or online virtual world.10 Morris examines the
avatar as a site of self-expression and self-representation while simultaneously critiquing dominant cultural narratives that assume the gamer as a white,
heterosexual cis male. In the poem, Morris walks us
through the character-building process: a new game
opens and a customizable avatar appears; they are
a prototype designed to be as customizable and as
“relatable” as the assumed player would like. However, as Morris notes, before the game has even
commenced and before the creative act of seeming-

ly open customization commences, “A presumption
is made / A male presenting figures stares back at
me...”.11 This figure, a young slightly muscular white
male is the not-yet-customized “base” for all avatars
within this game. All avatars that exist within this
world start off as this: the Vitruvian Man of the virtual
game-scape. “Tab after tab of alterations and editing
options surround him / ...I begin the godly process /
The Adam and Eve like shift from ‘male’ to ‘female’
is simulated”.12 The game is rigged is from the start:
the online space, conditioned by the forces of capitalist realism, is unfortunately not as virtual as it
would seem. The dominant paradigm that assumes
a white heterosexual male as the universal subject is
recreated in the digital space. Morris continues modifying her avatar: “Becoming embodied in countless
renditions until I find my sweet spot / ...I watch my
virtual body shift from slim to fat and I wonder about
an existence beyond the boundaries / I settle for the
slim build with tits the size of watermelons”.13 With
an almost tongue in cheek tone, Morris highlights,
not only the reproduction of the male gaze in digital
space, but also a reclamation of (or perhaps begrudging resignation towards) the sexualized female
body (settling for the slim body with larger breasts).
The content of Morris’ poem reveals the
underlying contradiction central to the digital spaces we refer to as “virtual.” Utilizing the theoretical
framework of Giles Deleuze, refracted through the
work of Brian Massumi, the virtual does not merely
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refer to the constructed worlds of video games
and digital space. Rather, the virtual is metaphysical: a realm of possibilities and potentialities
where intensities (referred to as affects) appear
and disappear before they are conceptualized as
feelings or thoughts. On the virtual level, bodies
and objects are sites of potential where contradictions meet, flows move freely, and time is nonlinear. It is a space of ‘becoming’ rather than static
‘being.’14 The constructed world of video games
and the avatars that inhabit them, are not simply
virtual, but rather conditioned. The avatars players take on are not just objects of becoming, but
objects becoming-towards; modes of digital interaction whose operational pathway has already
been coded. As Morris notes, these are subjects
whose default is white and male. Every creative
iteration of an avatar is merely that: an iteration,
or provocatively, a deviation from the foundational
norm of a white, cis male. The video games and
constructed worlds of virtual reality reproduce the
same limitations and stratifications of physical reality, which assumes a white male subject as the
norm. In a capitalist market oriented towards the
maximizing of profit, computer creators and video
game producers reinforce the status quo which
assumes that the primary players of video games
are middle to upper middle class Western white
males. Those who fall outside of these categorial
boundaries are deviations from the norm: glitches
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within a totalizing profit driven system.
Although the content of Morris’s poem reflects on the gendered and patriarchal framework
within which non-male and non-white identifying
players must navigate, the context in which her
poem exists is a quiet act of subversion. Created
as a README file on the code sharing platform
GitHub, My thumb caresses L2 as I alter myself
time after time, is a glitch in multiple flows. A work
of visual art taking the form of text; a work of critical reflection in a space associated with codification and stratification; a creative account in the
form of a file type (README.TXT) which usually
contains instructions or directions (code). Furthermore, in a field where at least eighty percent
of software developers are male, Morris’s work is
a feminist intervention, a glitch in a coded matrix
and a remix of categorical systems.15 Legacy
Russell, in Glitch Feminism: A Manifesto, argues
for the political potential of the glitch, a short-lived
fault or error in a software system that reveals a
problem within the system’s code.16 Glitch, according to Russell is a multiplicity of interactions
and operations. Glitch reveals error, it pushes
back and dissents, it obstructs various binaries,
and it remixes socio-cultural realities.
"We are faced with the reality that we
will never be given the keys to a utopia architected by hegemony… If we
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"We are faced with the reality that we will never be given the keys to a utopia architected by hegemony… If we see culture, society, and, by extension gender as
material to remix, we can acknowledge that these things as 'original recordings'
that were not created to liberate us. Still, they are materials that can be reclaimed,
rearranged, repurposed, and rebirthed toward an emancipatory enterprise, creating
new 'records' through radical action." - Legacy Russell
see culture, society, and, by extension
gender as material to remix, we can acknowledge that these things as 'original
recordings' that were not created to liberate us. Still, they are materials that can
be reclaimed, rearranged, repurposed,
and rebirthed toward an emancipatory enterprise, creating new 'records'
through radical action."17
Read in this light, Morris’s poem is a glitch to the
very definition of a file. It is art that is not only
reflective and critical of oppressive systems, but
it also generates something new. It obstructs
the dominant binary conception that contrasts
art with science, the organic with the inorganic,
the masculine coded world of hard data with the
feminine coded world of feeling. Morris, remixes
the representational file type, reconfiguring it as a
creative medium. Codes can be rerouted towards
escape.
Finally, and perhaps most importantly,
Morris’s work highlights un-becoming as an

action that co-occurs with becoming. In the act
of avatar creation, Morris must not only reject
everything that is not her, but she must also actively undo it. In this way, the artist works against
capitalist realism—exposing how that which we
call foundational, unconditioned, unaffected, and
neutral is in fact constructed. Our ability to imagine a new world and alternative ways of being is
muddied from the start. We cannot orient towards
emancipation without first undoing subjecthood.
In Dark Deleuze, Andrew Culp writes “The un-doing of the subject is un-becoming… subjects are
only interesting when they ‘cast a line to the outside’ – in short, when they stop being subjects.”18
Normative and normativizing social practices
must be decoded and undone before they can be
dispensed with. Simply ‘producing’ new ideas—or
what Wendy Hui Kyong Chun calls “updating to
remain the same”—is to fall back into the industrial production complex that defines capitalist realism. Before we conceive new worlds, we must
first destroy old ones.19
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Clara Wouters, me, myself, & a.i. Digital Video. 2021
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Clara Wouters
and CounterQuantified
Being
From the outset, the process of transduction—the movement of flows from one plane of potential to the next—is the foundational mechanism of digital navigation. Like the movement from
source code to object code, before-code into binary, flows move

from potential to potential. Between the 1s and 0s of binary exist
a thousand forms of movement. New Media theorist Wendy Chun
notes that the power of software and computer coding is found
in its metaphorical potential, something that is a “metaphor for a
metaphor” and a “fundamentally tricky phenomenon, potentially rich
rather than inherently reductive...”21 Metaphor is the configuration
of seemingly disparate subject matters that, brought into linguistic
relation, shatter the logic of constructed reality, and generate new
networks of thought and movement. Therefore, it is this contradiction that I emphasize: that forces of containment—the languages
of code, software, and binary—isolate that which cannot be contained. The creative potential for code is found precisely in breaking
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the rules that structure it; metaphors are created
out of the borders that they cross. It is not so
much a matter of carving out space between
binary’s 1s and 0s, but rather, reconfiguring and
expanding what is already there.22 We are not
using the master’s tools to dismantle the master’s
house, so much as we are riding, accelerating,
and reterritorializing the flows which escape from
it.23
Clara Wouters, in her work Me, Myself,
And A.I. explores the digital body as an assemblage of quantities, binaries, and codes. She
highlights the ways in which capitalism uses
social media to construct a digital self. In this
short video piece, Wouters distances herself
from her public projection, using a digitally constructed voice to narrate her online presence.
The video begins: a cursor moves across screen,
the search bar on Facebook is activated. “I am
Clara Wouters,” a digital voice proclaims as
‘Clara Wouters’ is typed into the search bar. “This
is what I look like,” the voice says, as a stream
of photos of Wouters flash across screen. Then
Google Maps opens. “I am situated in the Brussels capital region of Belgium.” Her exact location
is then pinpointed on the map. The map then cuts
away, and the scene shifts to Wouters’s face with
the camera quickly zooming in. “As far as facial
recognition is concerned,” her AI voice continues,
“I am type three; to be exact: 3.3404867649078.

19

Like me, there are 61 other types of faces.”
Wouters notes several key features of
contemporary digital capitalism: surveillance, categorization, and quantification. Through the surveillance of her personal (yet uploaded) information, data companies have mapped her features
as numeric data points which can be categorized
and identified according to a set of parameters
constructed by these same companies. It is this
information that is then used to market goods,
code algorithms, and ultimately, generate forms
of artificial intelligence. It is this form of artificial
intelligence, generated from data captured from
within a consumerist affect sphere, that will code
our future lines of movement. Algorithms and AI
are socially produced, that is, they are formed
through surveillance of our online (and offline)
social interactions. Algorithms construct our subjectivity by defining areas of movement based on
data that is always and already outdated. Every
time we click a link, that action is determined by
the clicks that preceded it and determine what
clicks will come after. Every time we upload a picture, the algorithms become better at identifying.
As algorithms learn our patterns and recognize
our images, our experience of digital spaces become quite personalized. Our past lines of movement are retroactively used to determine where
we go next.
Quantification is a key component of algo-
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Lorem Ipsum Ament
Ipsiquor bobiscum, 2022
Material
Clara Wouters, me, myself, & a.i. Digital
Video. 2021
20
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rithmization. It is quantification that has allowed
for the proliferation of consumer subjectivities.
It is through quantification that we know that
Wouters is one of sixty-one other types of faces.
In their collaborative project “Anatomy of an A.I.
System,” Kate Crawford and Vladen Joler identify
the direction towards quantification as being a primary feature of contemporary digital capitalism.
Their text expands on the ways in which global
corporations, such as Amazon, Google, and other
forms of consumer and social media, rely on data

sets to market goods. AVA, for example, is one
such dataset utilized by corporations, individuals,
and even police departments, to “foresee safety”
and guarantee certain outcomes.24 They work
through the seamless integration of more “traditional” modes of surveillance (cameras, movement detectors) with new surveillance technologies (social media monitoring, data mining, facial
recognition software, etc.) The images and information collected and processed by these data
sets categorize them into systems of potential

Clara Wouters, me, myself, & a.i. - detail.
Digital Video. 2021
21
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movement. They map human behavior, desire,
and other affective modes into a quantifiable and
therefore, algorithmizable language. Datasets
such as these are the foundation of artificial intelligence. Yet, as Crawford and Joler note: “The
training sets for AI systems claim to be reaching
into the fine-grained nature of everyday life, but
they repeat the most stereotypical and restricted
social patterns, re-inscribing a normative vision of
the human past and projecting it into the human
future.”25 This is especially obvious in datasets
such as AVA, which primarily show women in categories such as ‘playing with children’ and men in
categories such as ‘kicking another person.’26 The
reproduction of gender coding through algorithms
and quantification highlights how the quantitative,
too often associated with dubious notions of neutrality and objectivity, is anything but. Quantification becomes one more form of capture; another
way that identities and categorical systems are
encoded to uphold the regime of capitalist realism.
As Wendy Chun notes, algorithms are an
axiomatic, something that: “Artificially limits decodings, ‘blocks all lines [of flight], subordinates
them to a punctual system, and halts the geometric and algebraic writing systems that had begun
to run off in all directions.’ Software seeks to limit
what can be decoded through an artificial boundary of programmability that renders hardware

logical and orderly.”27 The function of software is
to capture and subordinate: to create an acceptable area of movement and halt the formations of
rupture and escape. Software, because of its association with quantification, is devious because
it is wrapped up in notions of order and logic—or
as Chun later writes—it is something that “conflates legislation with execution.”28 Yet, despite
software’s axiomatic purpose, Wouters locates an
escape, or a rupture in the code.
In her video, the artist clicks on her Facebook profile photo. In describing the photograph
to us, the narrator demonstrates how Facebook
algorithms quantify and identify visual media.
Our A.I. narrator, not yet sophisticated enough
to pinpoint a single individual, instead identifies
Wouters, ironically, as a multiplicity: “A woman is
holding a cellphone, a man is sitting on a bench,
a woman is wearing a black jacket...”29 We see,
in real time, an AI attempt to extrapolate potential
lines of movement out of an uploaded image:
these are the signs that indicate woman, here are
the qualities that define a jacket, here is the combination of code that determine an object’s color.
In Me, Myself, and A.I., Wouters sardonically admits that, despite presenting as a photographer, she spends more time shopping on
Facebook Marketplace than she does creating
work. She then goes on to describe her online
presence: the people she connects with digitally,
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Clara Wouters, me, myself, & a.i. - detail. Digital Video. 2021

the activities she takes part in online, the activities that her online profile claims she takes part
in physically, and the physical locations in which
she circulates. Her profile (indeed, everyone’s
online social media profile) reads as a consumer
survey: a collection of likes, interests, and hobbies that can be used to categorize her according
to various consumer models.
With the development of consumer advertising, market forces have relied upon the con23

struction of a mass consumer subject. As I noted
earlier in this essay, market forces disrupt and
re-route flows. They construct subjects defined
by emptiness and then promise the consumer the
solution for that emptiness. In order to increase
their consumer market, businesses and corporations rely upon (and at the same time construct)
a population: a group of subjects oriented around
an objective.30 In capitalism, identity and subjecthood are oriented around consumption. Corpo-
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rations market commodities that reinforce the
subject’s identity. Gender, for example, involves
a set of coded materials that contribute to its
constitution. Stereotypically, womanhood involves
the consumption of cosmetics, clothing, and other
bodily accessories while manhood might involve
sports gear, automobiles, or other typically masculine coded objects. Digital consumer culture,
however, goes even further in the generation of
commodity-oriented subjects by further particularizing market-groups by mining online engagement.
Take Buzzfeed, the epitome of contemporary digital consumer culture; seamlessly
weaving together journalism, consumerism, and
pop culture entertainment. In its early years,
Buzzfeed was most famous for its online quizzes
(“Only True 90s Kids Can Answer These Questions!”), listicles (“Top Ten Things Every Gemini
Man/Woman Needs”), and its casual and ‘fun’
approach to pop culture issues. Yet beneath this
lighthearted and innocent veneer, Buzzfeed (in
tandem with the social media platforms on which
it circulates) profits off data mining, targeted
advertising, and sponsored content. A BuzzFeed
quiz is not just a silly distraction, but a marketing
survey. A listicle is not just an interesting form of
clickbait, but a tool in the construction of identity—one more route towards becoming-subject.
The information collected from social media is

used to code algorithms which present us with
the commodities necessary to construct our own
“unique” identity. To summarize: social media
destabilizes the subject, then encodes it. It constructs identity, and therefore a public, oriented
around consumer practices. Personal identity
is inseparable from the space in which it is performed and the public in which it simultaneously
constructs.
In Wouters’s video, she identifies how
social media constructs publics, not only oriented around consumer goods, but around positive
affirmation. Social media users unite around
what they follow; the movements, objects, and
aspects of culture that they quite literally “like.”
The movies one watches, the television shows
one binges, the political candidate whose profile
one follows: all of these are used to construct
a multitude of publics and groupings through
which one can be easily marketed to. The multitude of publics is seemingly infinite. Wouters’s,
a twenty-something English speaking European
artist, living in Brussels, occupies a social position unique to herself and perhaps a few hundred more. The internet is constructed of these
small publics. They can exist only because of the
internet. They produce niche memes, incredibly
‘inside’ jokes, particular histories, and forms of
communication fluent only to members of these
small publics. This can be seen in the rise and
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reinvigoration of certain political movements and
conspiracy theories. The internet has allowed for
the proliferation of multiple publics, brought together by shared interests, subject positions, and
especially algorithms.
Yet despite the proliferation of publics
and the rise of various emancipatory (and not so
emancipatory) political movements, capitalism
and the dominant structures of oppression feel
as deeply entrenched as ever. Instead of destabilizing capitalism, they’ve reinforced it. Afterall,
there are consumer goods for every form of
identity. Cosmetics will help me uncover my true
self. Corporations such as Target support Black
Lives Matter. The Communist Manifesto is quite
affordable on Amazon. In Capitalist Realism,
Mark Fisher highlights how capitalism survives
by absorbing its opposition.31 It aestheticizes
and spectacularizes alternative, political movements so to commodify them, pacify, and regulate

Clara Wouters, me, myself, &
a.i. - detail. Digital Video. 2021
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them. “Nothing runs better on MTV than a protest
against MTV” Fisher cynically reminds us.32 Evading and subverting capital means countering it.
What is necessary, then, is not only the destruction of old publics and the modes of relation they
entail, but the formation of new publics. Publics
oriented around marginalized positions that are
suppressed dominant, coded/codable modes of
being and relating to each other; that exist in opposition to the established norm; that negate and
subvert everything “natural” or “given”; that cannot be fully captured because they cannot stay
still. Such counter-publics, as I argue here, are
forged with counter-codes or ways of connecting
that resist quantification.
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Cooper Gibson and
Amy Yeager: Excess
and Opacity
The counter-public is unity in disunity: counter-subjects
who are un-becoming. In Miss Piggy Meat Tenderizer, Cooper
Gibson writes counter-code through the tropes of pop culture.
Gibson, in a turn of phrase, embodies un-becoming in this performance. They appropriate a piece of pop-culture (a children’s
puppet, no less) and twist it in way not conventionally appropriate.
They take an object produced for the public at large and reorient
it towards the counter-public. In this series of four digital photographs, Gibson turns the camera on themself, playing the part
of a highly sexual, BDSM iteration of ‘Miss Piggy’: the campiest
and most outlandish of the ‘Muppet’ personalities. Gibson finds
slippages within Miss Piggy, a character defined by excess. An
excess of desire, an excess of emotion, an excess of femininity...
Gibson’s Miss Piggy is a hyperfeminine approximation of a pig
that’s also a drag queen. Gibson runs with this excess, combining
it with elements of hyper-masculine, hyper-sexual gay culture. The
artist wears a long blonde wig, a pair of pig’s ears with a matching
pig nose, long black latex gloves, a yellow jockstrap, and leather
work boots. The assemblage of multiple, seemingly counter-coded flows (both masculine and feminine components) onto the art-
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ist’s body disorients and disrupts the categorization imposed by gender codification. This excess

of affect is a mode of escape.
In contrast to orthodox Marxists, who
argue that societies are defined by how they
manage their modes of production, Deleuze and
his longtime associate Felix Guattari, argue that
societies are defined by how they manage their
paths of escape. These paths of escape, also
called lines of flight, are flows that evade the
capture of capitalism. Capitalism is, at all times,
attempting to control the flow of desire. It captures flows and re-routes them toward consumption. The codification of flows and desires is how
capitalism constructs our subjectivity. Excess,
therefore, is political; excess evades codes,
excess is a “line of flight” (against a plane of
consistency). The passive resistance of popular
consumer culture does nothing. Gibson negates
everything about this character that orients it
towards mass-consumer consumption. Gibson
does not simply “queer” Miss Piggy, so much
as they locate everything within this character
that was already queer. They bring to the surface
those slippages and moments of escape and
re-territorializes this character towards liberatory
ends.
Affect theorist Brian Massumi notes how
codifying structures, institutions such as marriage, religion, governments, and school, have
27

within them places of escape and possibility in
their structuring. He writes:
Every step in the world of possibility
skits the impossibility of a generative
void. Outside the limits of marriage:
not singles scene, not divorce, but as
yet unimagined ways of bodies moving together, beyond boredom, beyond
religion and taxes, maybe even beyond
‘love’...Outside productive work: invention. Outside school: halls without walls,
a universe free for the learning.33
Gibson locates within seemingly innocuous popular culture “a generative void” or a not yet recognized mode of relations that runs counter to
dominant institutionalized ones. By foregrounding Miss Piggy queerness with excessive performances, Gibson counter-codes or glitches pop
culture in ways that speak to a counter-publics.
Counter-codes, such as Gibson's, are
effective primarily because they wield the language of capital against itself, and rather than
just critique capital, they actively form modes or
resistance against it. They generate flows, locate
ruptures, and force interruptions in the codifying
processes that make up capitalist-realism. The
video work of Shana Moulton and Clara Wouters;
the code-written work of Jazmin Morris; and the
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Cooper Gibson, Miss Piggy Meat Tenderizer. Digital
color photograph, 1/4. 2021
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Cooper Gibson, Miss Piggy Meat Tenderizer. Digital
color photograph . 2021
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Amy Yeager and Cooper Gibson, animalmineralvegetable. Foam, plywood, paint. 2/4.
2021

photographic and video work of Cooper Gibson,
all—in their own way—counter-code through negation and obfuscation. These works emphasize
the distance between the person, their identity,
and their digital projection and they demonstrate
the ways in which contemporary capitalism
conflates the territory (the person) for the map
(the publicly oriented subject-identity). They have
further demonstrated the way in which consumer-oriented publics are constructed through
an assumed transparency. Public-constructing
algorithms and artificial intelligence function on
the assumption that one’s digital footprint is an

accurate representation of the whole person.
Publics are formed when subjects orient themselves around ideals and materials. If a certain
level of transparency is necessary for the formation of the public, then counter-publics are built
on opacity.
Cooper Gibson and Amy Yeager’s series
animalmineralvegetable counters-code through

opacity. The work stands out, not only because
it is the only three dimensional and tangible work
within this exhibition but is also the most abstract. The six sculptures, solid black and amorphous, resist identification. As their name im30
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Amy Yeager and Cooper Gibson, animalmineralvegetable. Foam, plywood, paint. 2/4. 2021
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plies, they resemble something organic, animal,
and earthen. Yet they also appear highly artificial:

a precise outline, flat application of color, and
a shallow depth. From a distance they appear
fabricated with computer-like precision, yet as
handmade abstractions they are clunkier upclose. Though made of the artificial materials that
constitute our contemporary, single-use world
(such as foam), they are not digitally printed. In
other words, they challenge a single and stable
read both in title and form. Formally similar to
some of the fantastical objects in Shauna Moulton’s videos—self-help commodities of uncertain
exchange-value—these sculptures fluid, rounded shapes imply movement and something that
appears like it is about to become, yet is un-becoming.
In a conversation with Gibson about
these works, they remarked “What I like about
these pieces is that they’re unknown. They
remind me of things in video games that haven’t
yet been unlocked; where are all you can is their
shape because you can’t access them yet or
they’re on the border of the video game’s created world.” In the early days of video games,
characters, objects, levels, and settings that the
player could not yet access were often blacked
out. Referred to as “locked” content, these inaccessible items appear as dark silhouettes within
the gamescape—their form only hinting at what

they might be once unlocked. Locked objects
are like Rorschach tests built into the game, yet

in the gaming context there is ultimately a single
specific referent to which the form corresponds.
However, animalmineralvegetable has no precise
referent to be unlocked. These forms remain
opaque and open to a multitude of interpretations. And this potentiality represents the personal, political, and social implications of opacity.
Opacity is that which exceed legibility. It
is the constitutive elements of being that escape
capture. It is everything that is unquantifiable and
unknowable about the person. Drawing heavily
from Édouard Glissant’s theorization of opacity,
Alexander Galloway argues that while the preceding era was one of “universal standards of
communication”, the contemporary era is one of
“universal standards of identification.”34 If modernity was defined by the ways in which communicative methods were wielded to exert control,
then contemporary culture is defined by the
wielding of identification and personal expression. “In the same way that universals of communication were levied to solve crises in global
command and control, the future’s universals of
identification will solve today’s crises of locatability and identification. The problem of the criminal
complement is that they can’t be found.”35 To
resist capture, to become opaque to systems of
control and exploitation, is criminal in a capitalist
32
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structure. Therefore, to be purposefully ambiguous and even contradictory, has the potential

to be revolutionary. This opaque mode of being
resists universalization, by claiming the right to
be uninterpretable and unquantifiable. Contemporary new media artist Zach Blas further notes
that “identification technologies gain ascendance
in a time of neoliberalism, Empire, and control,
which subsumes identity and difference into its
logic of governance.”36 Opacity is the reclamation of difference— rupturing societies of control
and planes of consistency. Capitalism emphasizes transparency and open communication, which
is then used to construct the consumer public.
What cannot be interpreted, cannot be quantified, and therefore cannot be captured.
As we imagine modes of relation that
exist outside the language of business and
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capital, opacity and unknowability are crucial
conceptual frameworks. The right to opacity, as

Glissant notes, means recognizing that difference, unknowability, and impenetrability are part
of recognizing otherness.37 It means that authentic relationships (human to human or otherwise)
are not predicated on the notion that in order to
co-exist, we must somehow become transparent
to one another. Capitalist modes of relation mean
locating use-value in the other; in other words,
rendering the other transparent so that we might
deduce how our shared sense of humanity might
benefit one another. The forms of animalmineralvegetable resist transparency and categorization. They exceed, and therefore escape, modes
of capture. Opacity, total unknowability, and
radical notions of difference resist subjectivity.
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Conclusions

The artists in COUNTERCODE: BODIES UN-BECOMING
generate strategies of resistance to the prevailing forces of capitalist realism. Jazmin Morris and Clara Wouters explore the feeling
of alienation that totalizing systems produce. Morris expresses a
sense of alienation working within a system that assumes a white,
male user. Her work un-does and counters the codes of capitalist
realism: patriarchy, hetero-normativity, and class. Wouters’s explores alienation as it relates to the quantification and commodification of the digital self. She counters this by highlighting the
incongruities of late capitalist quantification and emphasizing that
which escapes it. The work of these artists glitches the intimate
relationship between alienation and totalizing structures and further
demonstrates how a truly counter-cultural, counter-coding movement, must resist totalization at all levels.
Employing different strategies but working within the same
vein, Shana Moulton’s Cynthia or Cooper Gibson’s Miss Piggy
foreground difference and everything un-becoming (inappropriate
and out-of-place) as counteractions against capitalist realism. In
fact, Miss Piggy and Cynthia show us a way of relating to others
outside of a trans-actional framework. It is in their excess and their
difference that we encounter these two. They are un-becoming
and that is what makes them endearing. We take a particular form

Opposite: Amy Yeager and
Cooper Gibson, animalmineralvegetable. Foam,
plywood, paint. 2021
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of pleasure in their difference and opaqueness.
This is a mode of connection that undoes traditional conceptions of solidarity and subjecthood
because it means that what I take pleasure in is
everything about the other which is unlike myself.
It is solidarity that does not presuppose sameness and transparency. Opacity does not mean
alienation from others, but rather a way to connect across difference.
We have seen the ways that outdated
notions of unity, sameness, and universality are
static and ineffective. What is revolutionary is
to orient around difference, to assume that the
other is perhaps completely and totally different
from oneself, to recognize the infinite number
of unknown networks that constitute each of
us, and to accept the total unknowability of the
other. Counter-codes—subversive exaggeration,
excess, opacity, and glitch—are all tactics of
un-becoming, and they are effective strategies
because they deconstruct while they construct.
We counter-code when we take pleasure in disunity and divergence, while paradoxically finding solidarity in what is incongruent, unseemly,
inappropriate, and un-becoming. Tearing apart
the seams of capitalist realism means identifying,
then un-doing the actions that forged it. It means
dismantling outdated notions of publics organized
around sameness, subjectivity, and transparency.
What we must not do, as the artists in this exhi-
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bition demonstrate, is become. To do this would
be to fall back into the trap of capitalist realism,
which captures all forms of resistance and spits
them back out as aesthetics and spectacle. We
must seize the constitutive flows of reality and
counter-code their becoming towards ever new,
even stranger, more exciting, and ultimately freer
plateaus.
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Cooper Gibson, On Rogue - Detail. Digital Video. 2021
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Shana Moulton, MindPlace ThoughtStream. Digital Video. 2014
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animalmineralvegetable
Amy Yeager and Cooper Gibson
Foam, plywood, paint. 2021

A collaborative work between Cooper Gibson and Amy Yeager, animalmineralvegetable is the only three dimensional and tangible work within this exhibition. The
eight shapes that make up this series are abstract and amorphous, composed of
fluid, blob-like shapes that seem to echo natural elements without repeating them.
These forms are, as their name implies, something that exists in between (or perhaps as an amalgamation of) the categories of animal, earth, and plant. Within
the context of this exhibition, the works do two things. First, their unique shapes
almost mimic the shapes of the items used in Shana Moulton’s Lyrica to massage
Cynthia’s body. Read in relationship to one another, we could say that animalmineralvegetable demonstrates how abstract, immaterial forces can quite literally
shape and condition the body, as well as how unstable figures and forms may
exceed those forces. Our interpretation of animalmineralvegetable—the shapes
and figures we see within the work— mirrors our conception of the world, and yet
these perceptions may not precisely align. Yeager and Gibson’s sculptures within
this exhibition demonstrate the potential within forms and bodies that are opaque.

Their Opacity is virtual—full of potential and not precisely legible. The sculptures of
animalmineralvegetable resist transparency and categorization; existing on the very
edge of becoming.
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Miss Piggy Meat Tenderizer
Cooper Gibson

Digital color photographs, 2021.
In Miss Piggy, Meat Tenderizer, Cooper Gibson performs the part of a highly sexual,
BDSM iteration of the popular Muppet character Miss Piggy. Wearing a blonde wig,
jockstrap, work boots, black latex gloves, pig ears, and a pig nose: Gibson stands
confidently upon a bale of hay. Reminiscent of commercial studio portraits (think
Elementary School picture day, with the hay bale, tarp, and green screen acting as
a Fall-Harvest scene seasonal display), the series is provocative, humorous, and
un-becoming. Gibson exaggerates the campy characteristics that make Miss Piggy
a memorable character and locates queer slippages within her. They reclaim and,
in fact, celebrate those elements of queer culture that exist counter-to mainstream
heterosexual culture and by connecting those elements to a pop-culture icon, finds
an escape out of dominant, hetero-normative systems.
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Cooper Gibson, Miss Piggy Meat Tenderizer - Detail.
Digital color photograph . 2021
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Cooper Gibson, On Rogue - Detail. Digital Video. 2021
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On Rogue

Cooper Gibson

Digital video, 2021.
Perhaps the most personal piece in this exhibition, On Rogue, combines queer history, personal narrative, and elements of pop culture and mass media. In this work,
Gibson reflects on characters from the famous Marvel Comics series X-Men and
finds queer slippages within them. The superheroes from this comic book, television show, and film series are referred to as ‘mutants’: humans born with a genetic
trait called the x-gene’ that gives them superhuman abilities. Mutants are subject to
prejudice and discrimination by the wider community and most choose to keep their
condition secret. Despite this, the mutants of the group X-Men, use their superhuman abilities to protect the world at large. Gibson muses: “Rogue’s body [a superhero within the X-Men group] is her greatest asset and her greatest enemy.” This
idea mirrors a central idea in the thinking of Giles Deleuze: “Concepts are bricks. It
can be used to build a courthouse of reason. Or it can be thrown through a window.”
We might ask: what does it mean to find liberation in that which contains you? How
do we find an escape within structures that capture?”
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me, myself, and a.i.
Clara Wouters

Digital video, 2021.
In me, myself, and a.i., Clara Wouters explores issues related to social media,
data mining, surveillance, and artificial intelligence. Wouters does this by creating
a persona out of her social media profiles. In her video, Wouters guides the viewer
on a tour of her digital projection, narrating through an obviously artificial, digitally
constructed voice. In this piece, it’s not clear how much of what we are experiencing
is actually Wouters, and how much of this is an imperfect reproduction of the artist.
She demonstrates, through her own data, how data mining companies and social
media corporations create categories whereby users can be grouped together, surveilled, and more easily marketed to. She further demonstrates how quantification
is an integral part of this process. Wouters highlights the ways in which data mining,
used to construct forms of artificial intelligence, will always produce an imperfect
form of artificial intelligence. In capitalist system in which our relation to each other
and the world takes place within a trans-actional mode of discourse, A.I. will, no
doubt, reflect that.
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Shana Moulton, MindPlace ThoughtStream. Digital Video. 2014
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MindPlace ThoughtStream
Shana Moulton

Digital video, 2014.
Through her self-constructed persona Cynthia, Shana Moulton explores self-help
culture, consumer anxieties, alternative forms of health and wellness, and the
relationship of the body to the affective field in which it exists. Through Cynthia, we
follow the artist as she navigates a highly commodified, digitally connected world. In
MindPlace ThoughtStream, we follow Cynthia in her search for a treatment for her
IBS. We enter Cynthia’s fantasies as she listens to her newly acquired stress relieving device (called a “MindPlace ThoughtStream”). In this surreal and, at times disorienting landscape, we see all the ways that consumer culture informs and shapes
Cynthia’s experience of herself and the world. We see how consumer subjectivity is
so thoroughly enmeshed within the psychology and physiology of the person that to
undo capitalism (and the other dominant oppressive systems that accompany it) one
must also undo subjectivity or un-become.
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Lyrica

Shana Moulton

Digital video, 2012
Lyrica, named after the drug used to treat fibromyalgia, sees Cynthia on a journey
to cure her anxiety and pain. Watching an ad for Lyrica, Cynthia images how much
better her life could be if she were on it. Like MindPlace ThoughtStream, we enter
Cynthia’s head: a surreal world of floating torsos, bodies without heads, and oddly
shaped instruments that massage and terraform the body. Lyrica demonstrates the
affective power of consumer media and mass marketing. Before the drug even enters Cynthia’s body (it’s not clear if she ever saw her doctor about getting a prescription), Cynthia is already changed. Within her fantasy, she lays down on a massage
chair and we watch as her back, transformed into a slab of clay, is poked, prodded,
and deformed. We see the way in which media, quite literally, shapes the body.
Moulton stresses how the networks in which we are physically, biologically bound
are conditioned by abstract forces (digital and analogue) and that which exceeds
codability.
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Shana Moulton, Lyrica. Digital Video. 2012
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My thumb caresses L2 as I
alter myself time after time
Jazmin Morris

README file, GitHub. 2012
In My Thumb Caresses L2 as I alter myself time after time, Morris explores online
identity and virtual role play. The works sees the online gaming space as one of both
containment and liberation. She captures the contradiction of online gaming worlds;
in a space where one can be whoever they want, the assumed audience is a white
male. This is most apparent in the process of building a personalized avatar. Morris,
a woman of color, describes how games automatically assume the player is white
and male because the foundational avatar that one customizes always starts as
a white and male. This work is both a reflection on the white, patriarchal nature of
these spaces as well as a form of “glitch” in that system. Morris originally posted this
piece on the online file sharing platform GitHub as a README file. The work is a
feminist intervention in a space usually coded as male.
It has been reproduced in full for this catalogue.
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In-between-Binary
In-between Binary is an experimental essay written by Jazmin
Morris in the format of a README.
HIS-torically, black and/or queer folk and other marginalised identities have been undocumented and erased by colonial lenses. Now, the
binary structures that are facilitating our existence continue to sensor,
surveil and delete.
___
[| |=|{)__
|___| \/ )
/|\
/|
ejm97 / | \ | \
We are presented with interfaces that feed addiction but do not
water expression.
We are encouraged to USE(r) and discouraged to question.
We are trapped in languages that we can not speak, and when we
learn to speak them, they advance.
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H
T
M
L
Stands for HyperText Markup Language.
My HTML stands for Hope, Transcendence, Moon, and Love <3
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---My Python does not bite
My C# is blunt
We are forced to exist between the binary therefore, we must learn
to thrive here.
“The binary body confuses and disorients, pitting our interests
against one another across modalities of otherness.” (Legacy Russell,
2020)
I am not sure if we can decolonise a WWWeb that was built on our
suffering and capitalises on our pain. The very fibres of our so-called
hardware are stolen. They call it MODERN slavery but what makes slavery
modern?
“When we look at the history of digital devices, it is quite clear that
the burden of digital media’s device production is borne disproportionately by the women of color who make them.” (Lisa Nakamura, 2014)
The system is broken and so I ask, what does soft-ware feel like?
What if binary was bent?
What if the Web was a home and not a sticky trap?
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I recently did a workshop with a community of femxle herbalists. One
womxn touched me when she quoted the Ancient Egyptians and said:
“A society that advances technically without advancing spiritually is
destined for failure.” (Her name is Riaz)
Riaz is an elder, a posser of healing, herbalist knowledge. Where is the
space for her spirit in their code?
We are forced to exist between the binary therefore, we must learn to
thrive here.
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In Between Binary
Jazmin Morris

README file, GitHub. 2012
Like My Thumb Caresses L2 as I alter myself time after time, Morris’s second piece
In Between Binary is another feminist intervention into a traditionally white male
coded space. In this work of creative coding, Morris explores role play and the online
user experience as a place to destabilize binaries (racial binaries, gender binaries,
class-based binaries, and other categorical systems.) Morris begins the piece by
reiterating the presence of oppressive, colonialist structures in contemporary society
and how those structures (specially binaries) have been reproduced in digital space.
She highlights how marginalized groups and persons become trapped in systems
not designed for them, and how, once they find ways to survive in these systems,
the system changes. “We are trapped in languages in that we can not speak, and
when we learn to speak them, they advance.” Combining text with emoticon art,
Morris finds ruptures and areas of movement within the binary system. She concludes the work by identifying three strategies of resistance: re-distribution, speculation, and de-growth.
It has been reproduced in full for this catalogue.
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My thumb caresses L2 as I alter myself time after time is a poem written by Jazmin Morris in
the format of a README.
New game
Loading…
Ambient music and text-based narrative set the tone
Loading...
An Avatar, slightly bouncing appears on the screen
Who's Avatar?
A presumption is made
A male presenting figure stares back at me, bouncing
The instant drive to recreate my body swarms me
Tab after tab of alterations and editing options surround him
My thumbs dance around the controller, considering and selecting
I begin the godly process
The Adam and Eve like shift from 'male' to 'female' is simulated
A female presenting protagonist is born
I stare back at the third version of myself
There is a strong dissociation between me and my virtual represent
I am defined by a character assumed by someone other to me
Currently a slim, brown haired, white, female presenting avatar
I admire her appearance whilst I take the journey through the interface of modifications
From blush to olive, through to caramel... sweet dark honey to sweet dark chocolate
The bitter struggle of resisting the categories begins
Becoming embodied in countless renditions until I find my sweet spot
Virtually simulating my flesh; my melanin becomes a series of binary numbers
A grouping of tiny brown pixels
The quest through the endless menus continue
Versions upon versions are created
I watch my virtual body shift from slim to fat and I wonder about an existence beyond the
boundaries
I settle for the slim build with tits the size of watermelons
My hair is a collection of ringlets, some moisturised to perfection, some left to create a halo of
frizz that surround my head
The medium length beach hair will have to do this time
Each delicate strand of my tangled main becomes a block of poorly rendered mush
Eye shape
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Eye height
Eye liner
Eyelash
Eye colour
Cheek inflation
Cheekbone height
Cheekbone width
Cheekbone sharpness
Cheek colouring
Forehead wrinkle
Forehead height
Jaw width
Jaw angle
Chin forward
Chin depth
Chin circumference
My thumb caresses L2 as I alter myself time after time
Nose height
Nose scale
Bridge width
Bridge length
Nostril spacing
A series of scroll bars and selections slowly allow me to regenerate
Like a flower from a bud, I blossom
Princess_Jazmin is born
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Amy Yeager

Amy Yeager is an artist and illustrator, currently in her second year of her MFA program at Illinois
State University. She received her bachelors in scientific illustration from Clark University in Massachusetts. Her artistic practice, consisting largely of work on paper, concerns death and decay,
memory and memorial, and the idea of being a perpetual visitor.

Cooper Gibson

Cooper Gibson is an artist, writer, and musician originally from Eubank, Kentucky. Gibson is a
multi-media artist who work deals with queerness, location, identity, and self-expression. They
are especially interested in queer archives and histories, especially as it relates to middle and
rural America. They received their BFA from the University of Kentucky and are currently working
towards their MFA at Illinois State University.

Clara Wouters

Clara Wouters is an artist and researcher currently based in Berlin. She received her master’s degree in art history from KU Leuven and a bachelor’s degree in photography from the LUCA School
of Arts. In her research and creative practice, Wouters explores the medium of photography and
the construction of identity through images and video on the internet. She describes her work as
conceptual, political, ironic, and at times absurd. She is associated with the Lieven Gevaert Research Center for Photography, Art, and Visual Culture in Brussels.

Shana Moulton

Shana Moulton is a California born and based multi-media artist who works primarily in video, performance, and installation. She holds a bachelor’s in art and anthropology from UC Berkeley and
received her MFA from Carnegie Mellon in 2004. Afterwards she continued her education through
residencies at the Skowhegan School of Painting and Sculpture in Minnesota and De Ateliers in
Amsterdam. She lives and works between New York and California and has exhibited both nation64
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ally and internationally. Her work is as surreal as it is mundane, exploring the effect of consumer

goods on the psyche of the individual. In her 10-part video series Whispering Pines, Moulton plays
the role of Cynthia, a seemingly insecure woman searching for peace and health through consumer objects. Cynthia is part autobiographical and acts as the exaggerated embodiment of Moulton’s
own anxieties and insecurities. Through Cynthia, we see how consumer forces act as both poison
and remedy: Cynthia is anxious about consuming, but it is only through consuming, that Cynthia
can assuage her anxieties.

Jazmin Morris

Jazmin Morris is a creative computing artist and educator based in London. She is the lead digital tutor at Central Saint Martins, as well as a lecturer at the Creative Computing Institute at the
University of the Arts in London. Her artistic and research practices explore representation, inclusivity, and issues of race, class, and gender within technology and digital spaces. She uses free
and open-source tools to create works that highlight issues surrounding gender, race, and power
and works that focus on the complexities within simulating culture and identity. Morris’s work as an
educator is central to her practice as a socially engaged artist. She organizes workshops and tutorials with local communities, especially with the Tech Yard – an organization dedicated to exploring
creative computing and design with young people in the London borough of Southwark. Morris
has collaborated with various studios and institutions across Europe, including the Hague (KABK),
Hyphen Labs, A Vibe Called Tech, Tate Modern, NEoN Digital Arts Festival, Institute of Coding, and
Stemettes and Hervisions.
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Shana Moulton, Lyrica. Digital Video. 2012
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